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Xavier University’s 2013 Nicaragua service learning semester students with Martín Castro, the program’s operations coordinator. Pictured left to right:
junior Tori Massaro, senior Alex Cipoletti, junior Margaret Arney, Castro, junior Taylor Fulkerson, recent graduate Pat Parkinson and junior Katie Copp.

By Sabrina Brown
Editor-in-Chief
For the past 19 years, Xavier has
offered academic service learning
semesters for its students. This
year marks the first time since the
program began that Xavier students will not have this option.
The university has been sending students to Nicaragua every
year except for two since 1995
and has been offering the urban
service learning semester since
1997. The urban semester, with
two students signed up, was cut

earlier in the year. The administration announced on Friday that
the Nicaragua program, with five
students signed up, would not be
offered this semester.
“We usually aim for eight to 10
students, but the impact is beyond
the number of students because
it’s what the students do when
they come back that really makes
an impact,“ Program Director Dr.
Irene Hodgson said.
The program allowed students
a total immersion opportunity;
for three months, they lived with

Nicaraguan families and involved
themselves wholly in the country’s
life and culture.
“Only a few of the Jesuit universities have programs like this,
and not one of the other ones has
a family stay, which is part of the
heart of our program, being able
to talk to them about everything
you have in class and the issues,”
Hodgson said.
Students in the program carried
a full load of classes, all of which
relate to their experience. In addition to their classes, students are

things that will improve the amenities available to everyone who
lives nearby,” Blume said.
Eleven thousand-square feet
of the new development will be
set aside for a new Xavier bookstore. In addition, plans for Phase
One also include a 480-bed, 180unit apartment complex that will
serve both Xavier students and
surrounding communities.
Developers are currently mak-

from a Tax Increment Financing
(TIF) fund through the City of
Norwood.
The site of University
Station once featured a plant
owned by chemical company
Badische Anilin- und SodaFabrik (BASF). The company
donated the seven acres of land
that used to house the chemical
plant to the university in 2000,
10 years after the plant was destroyed in an explosion.
Xavier bought much of the
remaining land in 2004 from
Zumbiel Packaging, which had
a packaging plant on Clenaey
Avenue before relocating to
Northern Kentucky.
Photo courtesy of the Cincinnati Enquirer
While Xavier’s XUPROP
CO will still own the land, deing deals with tenants over leasing the rest of the land, which velopers Messer Construction
includes 40,000 square feet of of- Company and the Ackermann
fice space and 35,000 square feet Group have a 95-year lease on the
site and will own all buildings and
of retail space.
According to a university press other improvements.
Developers expect Phase One
release, Phase One will cost an estimated $54 million, a figure that to be complete by August 2014
will be financed by a lead loan and are still making plans for
and a combination of local and Phase Two of the project, which
national New Market Tax Credits. could include additional office and
The project is also receiving funds retail space and possibly a hotel.

assigned to a regular service site
where they do service for approximately 15 hours per week.
“When you’re there, you’re
learning all the time. You read
things in the newspapers, listen to
speakers, and then you go home
and talk to your Nicaraguan family
about it. It’s a constant exposure,”
Hodgson said.
Additionally, students take
various excursions throughout the
country, allowing them to engage

See SERVICE| Page 3

Xavier moves forward with University Station
By Andrew Koch
Campus News Editor
After two years of planning, construction has begun on
University Station, a new development the university hopes will
benefit Xavier students as well
as the Norwood, Evanston and
Avondale communities.
Phase One of the University
Station project is a 315,000square-feet of mixed-use development, which developers
Messer Construction Company
and Ackermann Group say will be
open to both students and members of the community.
“Xavier has worked with
Messer and Ackermann as well as
representatives from Norwood,
Evanston and Avondale to design
the ideal, walkable, mixed-use development for our neighborhood,”
Director of the Community
Building Institute at Xavier Liz
Blume said.
“We’re thinking about the
kinds of uses that will serve the
university and the larger community, things like new restaurants, a
bank, our bookstore being more
accessible to the community –
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The Office of Student Involvement (OSI)
hosted its annual “Club Day on the Yard”
on Tuesday. The event benefits both students and clubs; it allows students looking
to get more involved on campus an opportunity to survey more than 140 of Xavier’s
student organizations and gives those clubs
a unique opportunity to recruit members.

Sustainability Committee works to Like what
make university more eco-friendly you see?
Newswire photos courtesy of Adam Spegele

By Lydia Rogers

intended to aid in the campus’ en- been designed to meet Leadership on people and the planet will be
Staff Writer
vironmental needs. Furthermore, in Energy and Environmental shown in the CLC. Students and
As part of the American Xavier is now offering three new Design (LEED) silver standards. faculty will also have a chance to
College and University Presidents Sustainability majors in continua- Since their completion, Xavier has get involved with the sustainability movement on Sept. 25 by
Climate
Commitment
participating in a taped interac(ACUPCC), Xavier University
tive exercise meant to represent
created the Sustainability
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in academic pursuits both in and
out of the classroom.
“Excursions allow students to
get to know different parts of
Nicaragua and the realities there,”
Hodgson said. “It isn’t just a ‘let’s
go look at the volcano’ type of
thing, but (it’s where) the Somoza
dictatorship threw prisoners into
the volcano and the fort up on the
hill was a torture center. You’re always contextualizing what you’re
seeing.”
Xavier prides itself on the facets of this program that make it
unique to others of its kind, primarily its affordability and family
stay.
“Everything
(cost-related)
comes out of the tuition paid to
Xavier and a special programs
fee that is equivalent to room
and board. If a student could be
at Xavier, they could be in the
program,” Hodgson said. “That’s
something that I feel is really important, for us to have a semester like that so that study abroad
doesn’t belong to an elite that can
pay for it. I think that’s part of
how this program is consistent
with the Jesuit mission, making it
accessible to everybody.”
While in Nicaragua, many students develop long-lasting relationships with their host families.

Photo courtesy of Facebook.com

Xavier students and Operations
Coordinator Martín Castro at
Masaya Volcano, Nicaragua

“Every family, every year, we
are expecting to have a new student. But we don’t see it as a new
student. We see it as taking a new
person into our family, someone
we are going to share good moments, sad moments, because it’s
a family. We are going to treat the
student like our family,” Kenia
Castro Castillo, a Nicaraguan
whose family hosts Xavier students, said. “It’s something that
at the beginning is a little bit
hard because maybe the student
doesn’t speak Spanish very well.
So we try to speak slowly or use
writing. We are very open to explaining things to them. We don’t
see them as a Xavier student. We
form close relationships.”

Xavier creates new
innovation courses

The effects of the elimination
of the program for a semester extend far beyond that of the university and its participants.
“My dad’s job, the principal job
for my dad, (is working with the
program),” Castro Castillo said.
“For three months of the year, my
dad says ‘this time is for Xavier.’
He doesn’t plan anything else. He
keeps that time just for Xavier.
Now he doesn’t know what he’s
going to do.”
Xavier plans to review the program this fall, something Hodgson
feels shows the university’s commitment to its continuance.
“I think part of what we have
to figure out how to get more
classes cross-listed, more disciplines involved… We tweak the
program every year, but we do
need a more sustainable model.
We need to find out what we can
do to increase enrollment and increase flexibility so that (more)
students (can get involved). We
want to use this year in a positive
way to make the program better in
the future,” Hodgson said.
Hodgson hopes to offer a
spring break trip to Nicaragua this
year in order to spark more interest in academic service learning
semesters, but the details have yet
to be determined.
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Club Profile: Child’s Play
By Gina Carfagno

Super Smash Brothers tournaStaff Writer
ment, was hosted Monday and
Xavier’s chapter of Child’s Play, attracted a fair number of peoa national organization that helps ple, including several first-year
local children’s hospitals through students.
gaming, is drawing attention after
Child’s Play’s biggest event
its first event.
this year will likely be a gaming
The money the club makes is marathon that lasts a half a day
used to buy games and
or more. It will include
activities for children
several areas that feato use during their
ture a variety of games
hospitalization.
as well as raffles and
Child’s Play groups
prizes throughout the
put on events such as
event.
fundraisers,
gaming
The club will also
marathons and gaming
host game nights once
tournaments in order Photo courtesy of Wikipedia.org a month, each with its
to bring gamers together as well as own theme such as Nintendo, Sony
to raise money. This group is the or potentially a board game night
first for gamers at Xavier in recent as well. At these events, students
memory.
will be able to rent out games and
The Xavier chapter of Child’s play them at the venue.
Play was founded by senior
The club’s members and atPresident Megan Bowling, junior tendees will also have the ability to
Vice President Adam Manson, and directly donate money or games
junior Secretary Katelyn Summers. and toys to Cincinnati Children’s
Kuhlman Hall Director Dominick Hospital.
Williams advises the group.
Club meetings are scheduled at
They hope that with the mass 8 p.m. on Mondays and the locaamount of gamers that seem to tion is still to be determined.
populate Xavier’s campus, the
The club is currently in need
club can grow large enough to of people interested in being on
help many children in need of en- a donation committee and those
tertainment during long hospital willing to be on a board to help
stays.
plan monthly game nights.
The trio has big ideas for what
To get involved, be sure to
the upcoming year will look like, check out the club’s Orgsync
and have planned events to draw and Facebook pages or contact
in big crowds. The first event, a Bowling, Manson or Summers.

Photo of the Week

Newswire file photo

Xavier is now offering a series of new innovation classes that are designed
to teach students how to take their ideas and make them patent-worthy.

By Lauren Young

Staff Writer
It has become more apparent
in the 21st century that our typical
approaches to certain situations
have had to be modified due to
the constant transformations our
society undergoes. This doesn’t
only include advancements in
technology, but also in the way
that we learn and form solutions.
In response to the changes of the
world around us, Xavier is excited
to introduce a new course titled
Create: Innovation Engineering 1.
Xavier is partnering with the
Innovation Engineering Institute
in order to offer this course.
It will be the first of four
Innovation Engineering classes
designed to help students develop
a distinctive method by which they
can go about problem-solving in
the most innovative way possible.
The classes also aim to give

students the opportunity to create
ideas that are patent-worthy in a
variety of fields.
The university will be offering two sections of the first-level
class beginning after Labor Day:
INNV 101-01, which will meet on
Wednesdays from 6 to 8:30 p.m.
starting Sept. 4, and INNV 10102, which will meet on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
starting Sept. 3.
You can sign up through the
MyXU Portal or by calling 513745-2993. If these two sections
fill up, adminstrators are willing
to provide additional sections for
students.
If you have any further questions, contact class instructor Mr.
Joe Christman, Associate Dean
of Arts and Sciences Dr. David
Mengel or Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs Dr. Steve
Herbert.

Newswire photo courtesy of Elizabeth Goold

Local radio station WEBN hosted its annual Labor Day fireworks on Sunday. The display, cosponsored
by Cincinnati Bell and part of Cincinnati Riverfest, attracts an estimated 500,000 viewers each year, including a number of Xavier students. As in past years, the Student Activities Council (SAC) arranged for buses
to take students down to the banks of the Ohio River for free. While the last few years’ firework shows
have been forced to continue in the rain, attendees at this year’s show had dry weather.
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Urban farm continues efforts over summer

BY MEREDITH FRANCIS
Campus News Editor

The Xavier University Rec
Center Butterfly Urban Farm
continued its efforts over the
summer to get the farm up and
running as a multi-purpose farm
space for Xavier’s campus.
The urban farm, which began construction in February
2013, is located between the
Commons Apartments and what
is currently the University Station
development.
During Community Action
Day last spring, 26 student volunteers built raised plant beds
using recycled wood and kits that
Xavier Physical Plant carpenters
constructed for the students.
Then, last April, Physical Plant
craftsmen constructed the hoop
house, which acts as a kind of
greenhouse.
Over the summer, the
Sustainability Club met with local
sustainability non-profit organizations including Urban Greens
and OMID USA to discuss crops,
water and solar panels that will
fuel the drip irrigation system.
Xavier purchased 40 yards
of compost in August from
Compost Cincy, the only urban
commercial composting facility
in the United States. Compost
Cincy is one of three composters that processes Hoff Dining

Photo courtesy of xavier.edu/green

The Xavier University Rec Center and Butterfly Urban Farm made progress over the summer and will soon be planting crops for the school’s use. The
soil used for the crops will be made in part from Xavier’s campus food scraps. Eventually, a recreational facility will be built on the 2.4 acre plot of land.

Commons food scraps. Xavier
is also using “earth tubs,” located near the NEXUS gardens
behind McGrath Health and
Wellness Center, to make more
compost for the farm from campus food scraps.
“What I mostly appreciate is
the cycle of life and the process of building together,” Ann
Dougherty, Xavier’s sustainability director, said. “The com-

post we bought from Compost
Cincy came in part from our food
waste from the (Hoff Dining
Commons) last year. We used recycled wood for the raised bed
boxes and bought a hoop house
kit that can be taken down and
moved when we need to.”
Dougherty also added that
the farm hopefully will serve as
a permanent social and recreational space on campus as well.

Police
Notes
Aug. 27, 12:01 a.m. – Two nonstudents driving recklessly in
the C-1 lot were issued trespass
warning letters and sent on their
way.
Aug. 27, 11:36 a.m. – A student reported the theft of an
ALL card from his/her room in
Fenwick Place.
Aug. 27, 8:17 p.m. – A student
reported harassing calls from a
telemarketer.
Aug. 27, 9:40 p.m. – A student
reported the theft of two tennis
rackets left unattended at the entrance doors to the Commons.

theft and underage consumption.
Aug. 30, 4:14 a.m. – Xavier Police
and Norwood Police checked on
a student lying on the grass near
the entrance to the A-lot on
Montgomery Road. He/she was
cited for underage consumption
and escorted to his/her home on
Cleneay Avenue.
Aug. 31, 12:02 a.m. – Xavier
Police checked on a student who
was intoxicated at Dana and
Woodbourn Avenues. The student was cited for consumption
and possession of a fictitious ID.
The student was transported to
his/her residence hall.

Aug. 27, 11:48 p.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Residence Life
with a room search in Kuhlman
Hall. A small amount of marijuana and paraphernalia were
confiscated.

Aug. 31, 1:04 a.m. – Cincinnati
Fire and Rescue transported an

Aug. 28, 10:51 p.m. – Xavier police investigated a report of students getting ready to fight in the
O’Connor parking lot. When officers arrived, the argument was
over and the students were sent
on their way.

I’ll carry you home
tonight...
Sept. 1, 2:25 a.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Norwood
Police with a student being
carried by others through
Norwood Plaza. The student
was arrested for disorderly
conduct and underage consumption of alcohol.

Aug 29. 11:30 p.m. – A student
walking through the Village carrying a stolen chair was cited for

Note of the

Week

Eventually, a recreation center will
be built on the 2.4 acres of allotted space for the farm. Some biology and agriculture classes will
also utilize the space.
The hoop house soil is currently being prepared for planting. A
part-time farmer and student volunteers will soon determine what
will be planted on the urban farm.
The Sustainability Club is planning on using the crops grown on

the urban farm for a harvest dinner in November.
While the part-time farmer will
tend to the farm, the farm will
also rely on volunteers. Those interested can contact the Office of
Sustainability. There will be tours
available of the farm and other
sustainability efforts on Xavier’s
campus. For more information,
visit www.xavier.edu/green and
click on the Urban Farm tab.

Speed dating featured
at Week of Welcome

underage intoxicated student
in Fenwick Place to Good
Samaritan Hospital.
Aug. 31, 2:51 a.m. – Norwood
Police informed Xavier Police
of a student that was observed
urinating in public and running
from officers. The student was
found hiding behind Domino’s
and arrested for obstructing official business.
Sept. 1, 6:25 p.m. – Xavier
Police, Cincinnati Fire and
Rescue and Residence Life
responded to a fire alarm in
Brockman Hall. The building
was checked and nothing was
found.
Sept. 1, 9:33 p.m. – Xavier
Police investigated glass breaking at Schott Hall. A suspect
was observed in the rear of the
building and fled on foot when
an officer approached. A brief
foot pursuit ensued but the
suspect was lost at top of the
Alumni Building parking lot.
Sept. 2, 1:27 a.m. – Xavier
Police responded for a motion alarm going off in the
Sycamore House basement.
The building was checked but
nothing was found.

Newswire photo by Mac Schroeder

Sponsored by G.O.A.L. and L.E.A.D., students participate in several
rounds of speed dating in the GSC atrium. Roughly 40 students attended.

BY JENNY MENDOZA
Copy Editor

In the spirit of Week of
Welcome,
both
Gentlemen
Organized For Achievement and
Leadership (G.O.A.L.) and Ladies
with Emphasis on Achievement
and Distinction (L.E.A.D.) hosted
a speed dating event.
Speed dating is exactly what it
sounds like: a one to two minute
opportunity to meet someone
new at Xavier. The event, which
was featured for Xavier’s Week
of Welcome, was open to anyone who wanted to come out and
make a new acquaintance, and not
necessarily for the purpose of
making love connections. Speed
dating took place at 6 p.m. on
Sunday, Sept. 1 in the Gallagher
Student Center (GSC) atrium on

the ground floor.
Both G.O.A.L. and L.E.A.D.
wanted to give people a more intentional opportunity to meet new
people before school and classes
get into full swing.
Darnell Miller, student advisor of G.O.AL., hoped students
gained something from the
experience.
“We really hope that participants
make two or three new friends
through attending speed dating,”
Miller said. “We’ve had success
in the past with this event. It’s
traditionally brought out a really
diverse crowd. We expect to see a
similar, if not better, turnout.”
Roughly 40 people participated
in the event. For those interested
in participating in G.O.A.L. and
L.E.A.D., check out the club pages on OrgSync.
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Xavier students form Bird Watching Club What you need to

know about Syria

BY JOSH STAHL
Staff Writer

The Xavier Bird Watching Club
is one of Xavier’s newest additions. Club member and junior
Rob Link told the Newswire that
the purpose of the club is to educate Xavier students on the birds
of the Midwest. Link added that
the club also gives students a
good reason to hike the various
county, city and state parks in the
Cincinnati area.
Although the club is still very
young, they have already added
several bird feeders around campus, the most popular being just
outside the Hoff Dining Hall.
These bird feeders attract many
species of local birds to make a
wonderful living scenery here on
campus.
According to Link, the major
types of birds in this region are
woodpeckers, hawks, swifts and
various songbirds. However, there
are many other species of birds
that call Cincinnati home.
On occasion, cardinals or mockingbirds will pay the campus a
visit. Mockingbirds are known to
mimic the sounds of car horns
and alarms. Link stated that he is
most interested in eagles, hawks,
osprey and other birds of prey.
Although the club does not currently photograph the birds, Link
says they hope to do so in the near

BY ANDREW KOCH AND MEREDITH FRANCIS
Campus News Editors

Photo courtesey of Google Maps.

Congress will soon decide what role the United States will play in Syria.

Photo courtesey of ohio-nature.com

According to members of the Bird Watching Club, the cardinal is a bird that
frequents Xavier’s campus. Several bird feeders are featured on campus.

future. They plan to purchase a
camera with club funding, which
would allow them to more closely
observe the various birds that they
have invited to Xavier.
The Bird Watching Club has acquired thirteen members, but Link
states that he is currently working
on the internal details of the club.

Once those are worked out, the
club will invite more students to
watch the birds with their enthusiastic group.
The Bird Watching Club has already begun to accomplish their
goal of educating Xavier about local birds, and they intend to continue doing just that.

- Paid Advertisements -

Want to write for
the Newswire?

If you are interested in being a
paid staff writer for the Newswire,
we’ve got a job for you. The
Newswire is looking for writers at
Xavier that would like to explore
news, editorials, features or
arts and entertainment stories
happening on campus and in
the Cincinnati community. No
experience is necessary. Email
newswire@xavier.edu or stop by
GSC 250 for more information.

The United States recently
revealed that it has intelligence
proving the Syrian government, led by President Bashar
Al-Assad, used chemical weapons, specifically sarin gas, to
kill an estimated 1,400 Syrians.
The Obama Administration announced last week that it would
seek Congressional approval
before pursuing military action
against the Syrian government.
The Syrian government permitted United Nations inspectors to survey the site of the
alleged attack on Aug. 25, four
days after the attack. Their analysis won’t be available for a few
weeks, but the United States
claims to have its own evidence that the Syrian goverment
crossed what President Obama

called the “red line” — killing
its own citizens with chemical
weapons.
When Congress reconvenes
on Sept. 9, the debate over
whether or not the United States
should intervene will likely take
center stage. Some members of
Congress, including Republican
Senators John McCain and
Lindsey Graham, have been calling for military intervention for
months.
However, years after no weapons of mass destruction were
discovered in Iraq, many members of Congress are hesitant to
approve President Obama’s resolution. The resolution would lead
to limited military action, meaning there would be no military
“boots on the ground.”
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Xavier greatness found in Club Sports
By Kyle Isaacs

Staff Writer
The fall sports season is upon
us, but the varsity sports are not
the only athletic events on campus. The Club Sports Council
offers multiple opportunities for
students to stay involved in sports
that do not require as much of a
time commitment as the varsity
sports do. The Xavier Newswire
caught up with the group’s president, junior Emily Spring, to learn
more about the organization and
how students can get involved.
Xavier Newswire: What are
the sports that Club Sports offers at
Xavier?
Emily Spring: This year, we
are offering 25 different sports
in coed, women's and men's divisions. Our sports range from
soccer, volleyball and baseball to
bass fishing, Ultimate Frisbee and
fencing. A full list of the sports
can be found at www.xavier.edu/
clubsports.
XN: Any big plans for the upcom-

ing semester?
ES: We just had a hugely successful Club Day, where some
teams reported having as many as
100 prospective athletes. We also
have big plans for service, including our Annual Club Sports clothing drive, which offers service
opportunities for all Club Sport
athletes. We have big goals set for
fundraising and marketing, and
we're eager to get the ball rolling
on these projects.
XN: How can people get involved
with Club Sports?
ES: The best way to gain information is through the website,
now that Club Day has officially
come and gone. Another way to
gain info is to visit the Assistant
Director for Recreational Sports,
James Alexander, in his office in
O’Conner Sports Center (OSC).
He has all contacts that a prospective student could possibly need,
and then some.
XN: Any annual events we should
be on the lookout for?

ES: Club Sports’ physical night
is starting at 6:30 p.m. on Sept. 9
where all club sport athletes can
get their physical done for $25.
This night is always a huge hit.
We also have our first meeting this
Wednesday, and the athletes are
sure to have a ball.

DID YOU KNOW?

ES: The Club Sports Clothing
drive will be in full swing starting
in December so look for those
big trash bins to donate. We are
also remodeling the Club Sports’
Bulletin board in OSC to include
all team schedules, so check that
out to find home games and competitions this fall semester.
XN: Is there anything new with
Club Sports for the 2013-2014 school
year?

Photo courtsey of Emily Spring

ES: We have a new grad assistant to help James and the executive board with our work. We are
also taking actions to get some
of the beginning-of-the-year paperwork online. If you are a club
sport athlete, you understand how
exciting this is. Individual clubs
will be promoting fundraisers and
service events throughout the year
as well.
XN: What is your next event?

XU men’s soccer falters in opener

The Men’s Club
Volleyball team
tied for 5th in the
national
championship club
tournament last
year.

NFL
Opening
Weekend

By Tim Wilmes

Newswire File Photo

The Xavier men’s soccer team played two hard-fought games to open the season but fell short against Furman University and the College of Charleston.

By Danny O’Malley

Staff Writer
The Xavier men’s soccer team
opened their regular season with
two close losses. In the season
opener against Furman University,
the team lost in double overtime
by a score of 4-3. In the following game, the team lost a defensive battle against the College of
Charleston 1-0.
Redshirt junior midfielder Will
Walker and his brother, senior
midfielder Matt Walker, both made
a big impact for the Musketeers in
the matchup.
Will was able to punch in one
goal, which was his only shot. Matt
had an impressive game, gathering
a scored goal and two assists.
Sophomore forward Calum

Latham scored his second goal of
the season when he knocked the
ball into the back of the net in the
66th minute.
Junior defender Garrett Halfhill
and senior midfielder Tanner
Petrick were each able to gain an
assist in the game.
Senior
defenseman
Nick
Hagglund was not able to score
despite having the most shots on
goal of any Musketeer.
Senior goalkeeper Eric Osswald
allowed four goals in 105 minutes
of play but was able to save a total
of three shots.
The game was back and forth
through 90 minutes. Xavier scored
first, Furman followed with two
goals, Xavier responded with two
more and then Furman capped it

off with two more goals of their
own to come out on top.
When playing the College of
Charleston, only Will Walker,
Hagglund, Halfhill and senior
midfielder Gino De Paoli were
able to get shots on goal.
The Musketeers got a total of
nine shots off, but only four were
on goal.
Sophomore goalkeeper Vince
Shaw played all 90 minutes and
had two saves while allowing one
goal.
The only goal scored in the
game came early on in the 12th
minute when Charleston’s Xavier
Rajpaul placed one past Shaw.
The men’s team plays its
home opener Saturday against
Northwestern University.

Women’s Upcoming
Home Games:
Tonight at 7:00 p.m.
vs. Evansfille
Sept. 13 at 7:00 p.m. vs.
Cincinnati
Men’s Upcoming
Home Games:
Sept. 7 at 7:00 p.m. vs.
Northwestern
Sept. 10 at 7:00 p.m. vs.
UC Irvine

Sports Editor
After breathlessly observing a
crazy offseason filled with transactions, arrests and controversies,
reading scouting reports and news
from training camp and watching four long weeks of preseason
football…
It’s finally here. The opening
week of the National Football
League hits stadiums and televisions everywhere this weekend.
Whatever your interest is with
the NFL, whether it be strictly for
the fantasy points or if you believe your local team has a shot to
make the Super Bowl, there’s a lot
to look forward to this year.
The NFL has always been a
league of parity: any team could
win against any opponent on any
given Sunday.
That trademark will hold true
again this season more than ever.
After an offseason where impact
players sign with rival teams and
offensive and defensive weapons
hang up their cleats due to age, arrests or injury, there will certainly
be some tight division races this
year.
And who knows? There could
be some surprise contenders this
year that could make some legitimate runs to the playoffs.
Every week is a new week in
this league, and that’s what makes
it worth watching.
Here’s a quick NFL preview
to whet your pallet before games
start this weekend:

See “Preview” on page 12
Tim Wilmes, Sports Editor
Phone: 745-3607
newswire-sports@xavier.edu
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XU volleyball impresses in opening test
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By Robert Jamieson

Staff Writer
This past weekend’s Xavier
Invitational saw Xavier grab a
pair of wins against Northern
Kentucky University (25-15, 2516, 23-25, 25-15) and Clemson
University (27-25, 25-15, 25-19).
The Musketeers took care of
business in these two matches with
solid performances by redshirt
senior Alex Smith and freshman
Abbey Bessler who were named

Players of
the Week
1) Sarah Brown:
Averaged 31 digs and 28
kills in three matches over
the weekend
2) Aubree Smith:
Averaged 37.6 assists per
game in three matches
over the weekend
3) Jordan Shepherd:
Finished first of the XU
runners with a time of
16:27.4 in the Flyer 5K.
4) Alex Smith:
Averaged 31 kills per
match this weekend.
5) Delainey Burnett:
Finished with a team-best
time of 20:02.3 as a walkon freshman.

1st Place
Pittsburgh Pirates
81-57
-- GB

ally very close and fortunately it
showed us the areas we can improve on for this coming weekend” redshirt junior Alex Blair
said.
While each set was indeed very
competitive, with the first two sets
showing the Musketeers jumping out to a 4-0 lead, Michigan
showed why they were a final four
team from a year ago by taking
control and comfortably finishing
off each set.
The three
game tournament showed
plenty of highlights as well,
leaving
little
doubt that this
team will have
plenty to build
on as the season continues.
Senior middle blocker Alex
Smith showed
why she is deserving of her
preseason accolades, racking
up 31 kills over
the three match
stretch.
Not to be out
done,
Bessler
Photo courtsey of Andrew Matsushita

to the all-tournament team. While
these wins laid a good framework
for success for the coming year,
they were also expected.
For this team to live up to
their expectations, they will need
to start having better showings
against the top tier teams like
No. 7 Michigan, who beat the
Musketeers in straight sets (25-18,
25-22, 25-19).
“Although we lost to University
of Michigan, the match was actu-

Cross Country sets
quick starting pace

Staff Writer
The Xavier men and women’s
cross country teams began their
seasons with a bang this past
Saturday at the Flyer 5K. This
year could be a predominantly
freshmen-led season as both the
men and women’s teams had outstanding freshmen performances
over the weekend.
Freshman Jordan Shepherd
was the standout performer for
the men’s team on Saturday, finishing with a time of 16:27.4.
Other notables for the men include freshman Carter Macey who
finished in 16:34.8, followed by
fellow freshmen Aaron Peterson,
Avery Campbell and Grant Parrelli
with times of 16:40.4, 16:46.5 and
16:52.3, respectively.
While head coach Ryan Orner
was happy with the men’s results
overall, he is expecting more to
come from his newly-inducted
freshmen. This weekend was
a promising start for the men’s

team, and the team seems to be
bursting with potential.
The Xavier women were
also exceptional. They were led
by freshman walk-on Delainey
Burnett who finished with an impressive team best time of 20:02.3.
In addition, her fellow freshmen
Lauren Francis, Kristen Barour,
Haley Jarabek and Meghan Pryatel
were all essential parts to the
women’s fifth place finish in the
Flyer 5K.
Not only were these freshmen
important contributors to the
team’s excellent performance, but
the veterans on the team, Caterina
Karas, Emily Wolery and Emily
Kuhn, also played a key part in
the race as well. Karas, Wolery
and Kuhn finished with times
of 20:56.6, 21:24.5 and 21:57.3
respectively.
The cross country teams return home to host the Queen City
Invitational at 5 p.m. on Sept. 6
and will take place at Kingswood
Park in Mason, Ohio.

2nd Place
St. Louis Cardinals
79-59
2 GB

3rd Place
Cincinnati Reds
78-61
3.5 GB

By Chris Behler

matched
Smith with 31
kills herself.
Per usual, the
Musketeers
saw multiple
players filling
out the stat
sheet, something that will
need to be
continued for
them to succeed this year.
Senior
Sarah Brown
finished the
tournament
decimal points
away from averaging a double-double
with 28 kills
and 31 digs.
Blair led the
team with 11
blocks while sophomore Aubree
Smith is making Steve Nash’s
numbers look pathetic, averaging
37.6 assists per game.
The Musketeers will be heading to Pittsburgh this weekend to
compete in the Duquesne/Robert
Morris Invitational before returning home on Sept. 10 to face the
Redhawks of Miami Ohio.

Twitter Poll
Question of
the Week!

Photo courtsey of Andrew Matsushita

Flyer 5K Stats
Team Scores:
1. Ohio State - 30 points
2. IUPUI - 42
3. Miami (Ohio) - 53
4. Dayton - 104
5. Xavier - 165
6. Wright State - 179
7. Northern Kentucky - 184
Xavier Results Men's Scorers:

We want to hear what you
have to say about XU and
local sports! Tweet your
response to @NewswireSports and you might see
your answer on the next
week’s issue!
This week’s question:
What place will the
Cincinnati Bengals
finish in the AFC North
this year?

4th Place
Milwaukee Brewers
78-61
22 GB

Jordan Shepherd 16:27.4
Carter Macey 16.34.8
Aaron Peterson 16:40.4
Avery Campbell 16:46.5
Grant Parrelli 16:52.3
Women's Scorers:
Delainey Burnett 20:02.3
Lauren Francis 20:37.0
Caterina Karas 20:56.6
Emily Wolery 21:24.5
Kristen Barour 21:24.9
Haley Jerabek: 21:29.2
Emily Kuhn 21:57.3
Meghan Pryatel 23:20.4

5th Place
Chicago Cubs
58-80
23 GB
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Staf f Editorial

Service Learning cuts not consistent with values

F

or the first time
in 19 years, there
will be no academic
service
learning semester offered at
Xavier University.
There was talk of a service
learning semester in the fall for
two urban students, who were
deemed to be too few in number, and the same judgment was
passed on five studentsww who
hoped to to be in Nicaragua in
the spring semester.
While many students may be
in agreement with the administration’s decision — that such a
scant number of applicants cannot justifiably draw such a quantity of university funding for a
semester abroad — this decision
does not accurately reflect university values if indeed the administration intends to reflect the
Jesuit ideals to which it rhetorically adheres.
In short, quantity should not
be the limiting factor.
It would be understandable
if the administration called into
question the value of the program — is it meeting students’
needs and providing sufficient
engagement? An equally important question would be whether
the program is supporting the

host community appropriately:
how are host families, neighbors
and other Nicaraguans affected
socially and economically by a
new batch of up to 10 students
each year?
The administration is not
considering any of these questions, however. The ultimate
concern is, “Are we getting the
bang for our buck?”
Of course the university isn’t.
The university will not gain a significant number of students just
by advertising service learning
semesters. Then again, that’s not
the point.
Financially supporting a service learning program is never
going to add value to university
finances and it shouldn’t. There
is a selfless act in play when students elect to do service abroad
or in urban Cincinnati for a semester. This requires an equally
selfless act on the part of the
university: a dedication of resources, a commitment through
personnel and a willingness to
promote visibility for the program to ensure its survival.
In recent years, the university has had difficulty providing some or all of these critical factors. Now it is catching
up with the administration, but

even more so with the students
and Nicaraguans who will not be
meeting each other this semester.
In principle, the university’s
mission has nothing to do with
being cost-effective. It has nothing to do with setting students
up with careers. The Society of
Jesus has engaged with the world
for the greater glory of God for
almost 500 years and has committed to lead students to that
as well. Money doesn’t grow on
trees, but solidarity doesn’t have
a bottom line.
The administration is effectively interrupting a long line of
students who have had a unique
opportunity to be out in the
world in a way that the Xavier
bubble contradicts. Xavier ought
to have a commitment beyond the
boundaries of this campus, but it
is now failing in that regard.
Something essential to a Jesuit
mission was rejected at the end
of last week. There is no doubt
that the administration took into
account the implications of a decision this heavy, the factors that
range from logistic, to financial,
to ethical. However, there exists
doubt that the administration understands the value of the human
capital at stake here in place of
monetary capital.

Club Day on the Yard

Business affairs:
Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per semester within
the USA and are prorated.
Subscription and advertising inquiries should be directed
to the Advertising Manager, Amanda Jones, at 513-745-3561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed on campus, is
free per person per week. Additional copies are 25 cents.

Write to us:
The Xavier Newswire has a commitment
to publishing opposing viewpoints and
opinions in hopes of fostering dialogue
on campus that includes students, faculty
and staff. The Newswire accepts Letters to
the Editor on a weekly basis. Comments
can be submitted online during the week.
Please contact us if you have opinions and
wish to write on a regular basis or a sense
of humor and like to draw. Find us online
at xaviernewswire.com.

First year Freddie is (almost) ready to balance college commitments
Newswire cartoon by Patrick Phillips

First Amendment to the United States’Constitution
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
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Recognizing our mission statement
When I pull the door open
and enter into the air-conditioned
Gallagher Student Center, I look
up and see the familiar large blue
sign hanging from the atrium with
the words: “An Education for a
Better World, The Power of X.”
I begin to look around and see
students with smartphones in the
palm of their hands looking down
as they attempt to walk, text, check
their email and not fall down the
stairs at the same time. How many
of us take the time to look up and
read the banner boldly stating our
Jesuit values? Is that banner an
advertisement, or is it what we as
Xavier students truly embody?
With the construction of
Smith Hall, the Conaton Learning
Commons, Fenwick Place, the
Hoff Dining Commons and
the current work on University
Station we have become a much
bigger campus. Is this bigger campus in correlation with our values
as a Jesuit institution? The past
two years I have lived and then
worked as a Resident Assistant in

Fenwick Place. I observed how Semesters (ASLS) would be canthe strong sense of community I celled for this year. I wonder how
felt in Brockman and other stu- many students have actually heard
dents had described in Husman the news. These two programs,
and Kuhlman was lost in Fenwick. Nicaragua and Urban (in OverBig rooms and spacious hallways the-Rhine) were the remaining
are nice. I thought we were here two in a tradition of service learnto meet and learn with the people ing semesters here at Xavier. The
inside the buildings; the people are program at one time or another
more important
included trips to
than the buildings
India, Nepal and
themselves.
Ghana. Now this
What makes
year our univerXavier home is
sity is left with
the people we love
none.
here; we cannot
How is Xavier
become complaadvancing
“A
cent, thinking that
Better Education
we are advancing
for
a
Better
just because our
World” if procampus is becomgrams that send
ing physically larger.
students to other
Recently,
Xavier
communities
and
Columnist
Nation dropped the
countries to learn
ball in advancing our mission, and grow through cross-cultural
“A Better Education for a Better dialogue don’t have enough parWorld.” It was made public last ticipants? I participated in the
Friday that the Nicaragua and Nicaragua service learning semesUrban Academic Service Learning ter two years ago, when twenty-

Remember being a kid? Not
the Buzzfeed, nostalgia-fueled
vision of childhood that insists
that ‘N Sync and Destiny’s Child
were the epitome of popular music. Nor the one that laments how
tragic it is that future generations
won’t know what a VHS is.
No, I’m talking about being
whatever age it was when you were
just learning how to read. Reading
was fun. It was something we did
to feel educated and grown-up.
It was a way for us to pass a dull
summer afternoon or to escape to
worlds that we could never imagine otherwise.
I used to love reading. I remember getting angry at my English
teacher in the fifth grade because
I was convinced that he was withholding my Scholastic book order.
I remember Thursdays being my
favorite day of the week in grade
school because that was when our
teacher would take us down to the
school library and let us check out
two books.
But when I got to high school,
I, like a lot of other people I
know, stopped reading for pleasure because I was “too busy.”
When I have down time, I look to
the Internet (mainly Netflix) and
movies for entertainment. I’m

not sure I can tell you the last time
I actually read for fun.
Now, as a college student majoring in English, I’m surprised to
find that none of us read for fun
anymore.
So, at the beginning of 2013
I set out to recapture that love
for literature and read at least 30
books this year, an ambitious but
not impossible goal. After all, I’m
an English major and what good
is an English major who doesn’t
read?
I went to Half-Price Books and
bought used copies of some classics that I felt like I should have read
as someone who studies literature — books that are famous for
making people think and challenging how we view society: “1984,”
“Animal Farm,” “Brave New
World.” I had every intention of
reading those, too.
My progress? It’s September
and I’ve read 10 books, eight of
which were for classes. The other
two — “The Hobbit” and “The
Great Gatsby” — I had read before and only cracked them open
again in anticipation of film
adaptations.
Based on conversations with
other people my age, I’ve found
that I’m not alone. What hap-

plus students applied for the program. It was such an honor and a
privilege for me to take part in the
program and it pains me deeply
that not enough students have
shown interest in recent years.
My academic learning semester
was awesome and it has enhanced
my education here at Xavier since
my return two years ago. For example, in a Macroeconomics course
when my professor discussed the
pros and cons of globalization, I
saw the faces of my friends and
host family in Nicaragua who
struggle to make it in a workingclass barrio. I was able to offer a
new perspective to my class, one
that I wouldn’t have been able to
provide before my semester spent
in Nicaragua.
I could go on and on about all
I’ve learned and any student interested feel free to come up and talk
with me because you are a part of
my community here at Xavier.
As a student body, we cannot
be tricked into thinking we have
arrived because we now have a

bigger campus and are an official
member of the Big East basketball
conference. There is still room for
improvement.
The administration and faculty
are here to guide us and help us
on our journeys as we strive to
become men and women for others. They serve as testaments of
striving to live out the Jesuit values we see on banners throughout
our campus, but in the end it is
our responsibility to uphold these
values.
The way we will truly become
a better community is having programs and activities that stimulate us to challenge our worldview, programs such as ASLS,
that advocate for us to engage in
authentic dialogue with our fellow Xavier student body and the
world around us.

pened to us? Why have we, as an representation of the world of the
age group, stopped reading for novel or poem, the audience mempleasure?
bers have to imagine those places
I found the answer last year for themselves. For example, if
in one of my Communications I ask you to think about the cofclasses when we learned about fee shop from “Friends” or the licommunication theorist Marshall brary from “The Breakfast Club,”
McLuhan and his distinction be- most of you would be picturing
tween “hot” and “cool” media. the same place. But if I asked you
According to McLuhan, creators to describe Jay Gatsby’s mansion
of “hot” media, like
or Peeves the
television and film,
Poltergeist from
only engage one
“Harry Potter,”
of the audience’s
you would all
senses
(vision)
give somewhat
and don’t leave the
different descripviewer much room
tions. Instead of
for
imagination.
depicting those
While they might
places and charhave a lot to think
acters as physiabout after viewing
cal objects and
“hot” media, the
people, writers
audience is mostly
leave it up to the
passive while they
reader’s imaginaexperience it.
Campus News Editor tion, forcing them
But in McLuhan’s
to be more active.
“cool” media, like novels, short
Maybe the reason we don’t read
stories and poetry, the audience for fun anymore is because we see
has to be more engaged in what is that kind of investment as work.
happening. Because the creator of After busy days of jobs, classes
the work hasn’t presented a literal and homework, we look for a simple and easy way to unwind. We
turn away from the “cold” media
that asks us to exert the effort to
make another world come alive.

Subconsciously, we don’t want to
work during our “play” time, filling in the gaps that authors leave
for us. So, we turn to the “hot”
media where all of that work is
done for us, little imagination
required.
But while that level of engagement may sound like work, it’s
also one of the greatest things
about reading. Reading engages a
part of our imagination that other
kinds of media can’t. As readers,
we’re limited only by our imaginations, and not by the visions
of a director, casting director or
videographer. When we read,
we create a world that is entirely
our own and that no one can take
away from us.
So while reading may be harder
work than watching movies or TV,
it’s certainly good and rewarding
work. And as educated, holistic
people, we shouldn’t be so afraid
to do it.
Now if you’ll excuse me, I have
some “How I Met Your Mother”
to re-watch.

Brendan Kelly

Brendan Kelly is an ASLS
Nicaragua 2012 alumnus majoring in
International Studies with minors in
Spanish and Peace Studies. He is a senior from Olney, Maryland.

Read a book: it’s not as hard as you think

Andrew Koch

Andrew Koch is the Campus
News Editor at the Newswire. He is
a junior English and Advertising major
with minors in Writing and Electronic
Media from Cincinnati.
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Professor’s winning film
in Cincinnati Film Festival
By Tatum Hunter
Staff Writer

The Cincinnati Film Festival
is coming up and with it comes
the debut of “Sanctity of
Sanctuary,” a feature documentary by Blis DeVault, an
assistant professor in Xavier’s
Department of Communication
Arts.
The film already premiered
in Australia, winning Best
Environmental Film at the
2013 Byron Bay International
Film Festival.
DeVault is hoping to keep up
her winning record this week in
Cincinnati.
“It’s a love story,” DeVault
said of the documentary which
Photo courtesy of Blis DeVault
examines the relationship be- Blis DeVault accepts the Best Environmental Film award for her documentary.
tween Paul Strauss, an organic species by setting aside part of his 3,000 acres and counting.
farmer and herbalist, and the land for use by the United Plant
The documentary also deals
Equinox farm, a farm he has cared Savers.
with the threat posed by environfor and loved for the last 40 years.
While Strauss’ eccentricity was mentally harmful practices like
Viewers get a glimpse into the not always welcome in Rutland, strip mining, mountaintop removlife of a man with a strong distaste Ohio, over time an informal com- al and fracking, and it calls for aufor materialism and a passionate munity of people committed to diences to become better stewards
commitment to the earth.
living organically has sprung up of their environment.
Strauss uses his farm to run ed- around the Equinox Farm. Strauss
The debut of this film is timely
ucational programs, cultivate and started with 80 acres.
considering Xavier’s recent launch
sell botanical plants and provide
Today, Equinox Farm and the of three new sustainability-fosanctuary for endangered plant surrounding community make up cused majors, and DeVault hopes

that her film will
reach Xavier students and touch the
Xavier community
in a meaningful way.
DeVault chose
Paul Strauss and
Equinox Farm as the
subjects of her documentary because the
emotions and topics
raised by their story
are relevant, evocative and, according
to DeVault, urgent.
“What’s
more
important than what
we’re doing to the
world?”
DeVault
said. “We can’t just
consume, consume,
Photo courtesy of Blis DeVault
consume. We just Poster for Blis DeVault’s film “Sanctity of Sanctuary.”
can’t.”
Another of DeVault’s main
“It made me think twice about
goals in this project was to show the way I do things,” she said. “This
her students that media is a pow- film is so well done. Xavier isn’t
erful tool for communication, and looked at as a big media school, so
one voice can make a difference.
it’s great to have someone like her
Alie Nese, a Xavier graduate (DeVault) at the university.”
and former student of DeVault’s,
The documentary will show at
affirms this conviction.
8:30 p.m. on Sept. 9 and at 4:45
Nese helped DeVault with the p.m. on Sept. 12 at the Tower
marketing of the film.
Place Mall.

Affleck to take on Franz Ferdinand review
new Batman role
By Kyle Grim
Staff Writer

By grant vance

tors to consider,
the fact that
It has been recently anBen Affleck has
nounced that Ben Affleck
been cast as the
has been cast as the new
new generation
Batman, causing quite a stir
of “The Dark
among “The Dark Knight”
Knight” is all but
trilogy and comic book fans
a terrible thing.
alike.
While his hisConsidering Christopher
tory is not the
Nolan’s critically acclaimed
best, he has provtrilogy ended merely a year
en on several ocago, it’s interesting to see
casions that he
an announcement so soon
has what it takes
that Ben Affleck has already
to pummel crime
been cast for the role.
in the pointyBen Affleck was an inheaded cowl just
teresting choice to the alas successfully as
ready controversial casting,
any of his caped
mainly for his history with
predecessors.
superhero films.
Affleck is the
Affleck
starred
as
new Batman reDaredevil in the 2003 film,
gardless of whetha box office flop hated by
Photo courtesy of usmagazine.com er fans agree with
Affleck accepting the 2013 Oscar for Best Picture for “Argo.” the decision or
comic book fans.
Another tiff with the castnot.
Affleck proved his true potening of Affleck comes from his his- tial in the 2010 film “The Town,”
Affleck makes his first appeartory in films that have been con- a film he not only starred in but ance as Batman in Zach Snyder’s
sidered less than brilliant.
follow-up of the summer blockalso wrote and directed.
Films such as “Gigli” and his
“The Town” was later nominat- buster “Man of Steel,” set to be
affiliation with indie director ed for several Academy Awards.
released the summer of 2015.
Kevin Smith have led to poor perOn the scale of George
Affleck also wrote, directed
formances for Affleck, worrying and starred in 2012’s “Argo,” Clooney to Christian Bale, no one
fans.
which was not only nominated knows where Affleck will end up.
Something to consider, how- for several Academy Awards, but
Even if Affleck is not the
ever, is the fact that Affleck has won three Oscars and two Golden Batman fans are craving, the pubmade quite the comeback over the Globes.
lic will simply have to wait and see
past three years.
While there are several fac- how he fits into the mask.
Staff Writer

After a lengthy,
four-year hiatus,
Franz Ferdinand
returns with a
brand new album,
“Right Thoughts,
Right Words, Right
Action.”
After their stellar debut album,
the band slowly
fell out of public
favor,
receiving
mediocre reviews
with their sophomore
album,
“Tonight: Franz Ferdinand.”
Their new album, however, is a
fantastic return to form, their best
since their well-received debut.
The album gets off to a great
start with lead single “Right
Action,”
displaying
Franz
Ferdinand’s signature dance-punk
style.
The song also illustrates a slight
experimental side with a sitar
breakdown in one of the verses,
giving it an Eastern, mystical feel.
The experiment finally seems
like a natural extension of the
band’s sound rather than an uncertain detour.
Not only is this album a return
to their original sound, but the
band appears to be generally having fun, attacking the music with
an excitement and intensity that
mimics their younger days.
“Love Illumination” would fit

Photo courtesy of hypetrak.com

perfectly on their self-titled debut,
with its prominent guitar riff and
danceable chorus.
However, the band continues
to show their experimental side,
adding flourishes of keyboards to
the song.
The song’s high energy makes
it incredibly infectious and easy to
enjoy.
The album ends appropriately with “Goodbye Lovers and
Friends.”
With such a fantastic new album after what seemed like the
death of the band, let’s hope that
this is not the end, but rather a
new beginning.
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Art Dept. hosts “Light Up Xavier”
Photos courtesy of Jonathan Gibson

By Patrick E. Phillips
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Waving glow sticks, flashlights
and sparklers, Xavier students had
a chance to be a part of a unique,
interactive artistic experience,
“Light Up Xavier.”
Associate Professor of 2D
Design, Graphic Design and
Photography, Jonathan Gibson,
and the Art Department hosted

an entertaining night of interactive
photography this past Wednesday.
“I’ve always wanted to host a
light-painting event,” Gibson said.
“Week of Welcome provided the
perfect opportunity to do so.”
Using a digital camera with a
10-second exposure setting, students danced with lights while
the camera slowly captured their
movements.

When the photo was taken, it
was uploaded to a computer and
projected onto a screen, showing
their 10-second light show captured in an instant.
Students came in waves, lining
up to take their turn in front of
the camera and color the night.
They spelled words, drew pictures and ran across the screen, creating eye-popping photographs.

José Alonso, a senior international studies major and art minor,
helped set up and run the event.
“This was a really cool visual
arts experience unlike anything
we’ve really done before,” Alonso
said.
“It’s interactive photography,
where the subject of the photo
gets to decide the final product
instead of the person taking the

photo.”
With a great turnout, the Art
Department’s “Light Up Xavier”
was a successful event for Week
of Welcome.
If you are interested in seeing
the full collection of photos from
the “Light Up Xavier” event,
you can find them on the Xavier
University Department of Art
Facebook page.

Cinci band begins national tour A caBella’s new vision
By Taylor Fulkerson

the Moon’s first
Opinions & Editorials Editor
single, “Anna Sun.”
Walk the Moon, a Cincinnati
The band further
band gaining national popupleased fans, ending
larity, kicked off their first
the concert with the
headlining summer tour at the
closing track of their
Lifestyles Community Pavilion
album, “I Can Lift a
in Columbus, Ohio.
Car.”
The band played the maThe crowd apjority of the songs from their
peared to be having
2012 debut album, “Walk the
a good time; howMoon,” as well as some new
ever, a few audience
material.
members were seen
Their loyal fan base rebeing apprehended
ceived the material well, singby security as they
ing and dancing along to the
crowd-surfed
tohigh-energy tunes.
wards the stage, esA majority of the crowd
pecially during the
donned face paint or body
Photo courtesy of pursuitofdopeness.com closing songs of the
paint for the high-energy Walk the Moon began its first headlining national tour. first set and during
show, in tribute to the band’s
The band voiced their apprethe encore.
neon-filled music video of “Anna ciation of the crowd’s enthusiasm
Overall, Walk the Moon had a
Sun.”
and joked to connect with the au- great start for their first headlinThe lighting was also very im- dience on a more personal level.
ing tour.
pressive. Two neon trees set the
“You don’t have to look cool,”
You can see Walk the Moon
stage for the musicians, changing lead singer Nicholas Petricca said. live this Friday at 7:00 p.m. for
colors to the beat with superb tim- “We don’t either.”
a free show at the University of
ing and brightness.
A standout number was Walk Cincinnati.

By Zach julian

Staff Writer
A caBellas, Xavier’s
female a capella club,
only started a few
years ago, but that
doesn’t mean it isn’t
time for a change.
One of the presidents of A caBellas, senior Chelsea
Esmeier, shared the
Photo courtesy of flickr.com
club’s new direction. A caBellas performing at Xavier’s 2012 TEDx event.
for the group, and will allow A caOne big change is
the type of music that the group Bellas to be more organized and
on top of events happening on
will be singing.
Influenced by films such as campus,” Esmeier said.
The A caBellas will be hav“Pitch Perfect,” A caBellas hopes
to bring more contemporary piec- ing auditions from 7 to 9 p.m. on
Sept. 4 and 5 in Edgecliff Hall.
es into its repetoire.
The group has six positions
The group plans to find or
arrange songs from popular open for singers and one position
artists such as One Direction, for a beat-boxer.
Audtionees must sing a part of
Macklemore, Selena Gomez and
a contemporary song around 30
others.
Another big change to the club seconds long.
Any questions can be sent to
is the addition of an executive
Chelsea Esmeier at esmeierc@
board.
“This is something totally new xavier.edu.
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Sports Editor

In the spotlight
RGIII: By now, Robert Griffin III is an NFL celebrity. With his electrifying play
in the 2012-13 season, he became one of the most popular players in the game and
pushed the Redskins into the playoffs. However, the miraculous run was too much for
the talented rookie, and the season ended in heartache as Griffin tore his ACL against
the Seattle Seahawks in the playoffs. Now, coach Mike Shanahan is trying not to make
the same mistake twice: his game plan will include taking stress off of RGIII and giving lots of carries to second-year running back Alfred Morris. It will be interesting
to see how the delicate balance of power will affect the Redskins this year, and even
more so, how it will shape the NFC East. If RGIII is healthy and resumes his healthy
form, Washington should win the division. If things start to go adrift in D.C., a division title could be up for grabs.
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helmet2helmet.com

Denver Broncos: The Denver Broncos enter the 2013-14 National Football
League (NFL) season as the favorite to win the Super Bowl at 5-1 odds with the
San Francisco 49ers close behind at 7-1 odds. After adding two big names on the
offensive side of the ball in veteran wide receiver Wes Welker and rookie running back Monte Ball (Wisconsin), quarterback Peyton Manning will have plenty
of weapons at his disposal. The Broncos will be one of the toughest opponents
for defensives across the league to face. The problem? All-pro linebacker and
defense anchor Von Miller will be out for the first six games of the year after violating the league’s substance abuse policy. Keep in mind that the Broncos were
a second-half team last year, winning their last 11 games of the season to make
a playoff run. Still, the question remains: will the audible zen-master Manning
be able to overcome any unforeseen defensive hurdles and lead his team to the
Super Bowl?

Photo courtesy of Naptime Quarterback

Great expectations...
Danny Amendola (New England Patriots): The 2013 offseason seemed to be a never-ending disaster for the New England
Patriots. Tight end Aaron Hernandez was convicted of first degree murder, other star tight end Rob Gronkowski was sidelined
with an injury and wide receiver Wes Welker left to join the Denver
Broncos. One bright spot for the Patriots came in the acquisition of
receiver Danny Amendola from the St. Louis Rams. Now, with New
England’s top offensive threats missing, Amendola will be feeling
the pressure to keep the offense afloat, something that he was used
to doing with the Rams. However, Amendola has had problems
staying on the field in the past few years and with the extra workload that he’ll be getting this year, it might be hard for him to stay
healthy.

Photo courtesy of fantasybuzzer.com

Down to the

WIRE

NFC West: The best division in football this year? The NFC West.
A few years ago, that statement would be laughable. Now, the division
is filled with hard-nosed teams from top to bottom, meaning that the
most intense power struggle within a division this year will come from
the NFC West. The San Francisco 49ers, who fell just short of a Super
Bowl title last year, come back in the 2013-14 season restocked with
one of the best draft classes and with additions to their receiving core
and defense. Likewise, the Seattle Seahawks are regarded as one of the
best teams in the NFL this year, and despite losing newly-acquired star
receiver Percy Harvin to an injury for most of the year, the Seahawks
still own one of the league’s best defenses. The St. Louis Rams are heading into their second year under head coach Jeff Fisher and finally have
some reliable weapons around quarterback Sam Bradford as well as a
top-10 defense. Although Arizona was one of the more downtrodden
teams in the league last year, the Cardinals now have Bruce Arians as a
new coach, Carson Palmer as their quarterback and a great defense that
could turn some heads as the season progresses.

